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In this article we describe completely the idempotents in the reduced C*-algebra 
of discrete abelian groups, showing that their support lies in a finite subgroup. This 
will be done by describing the open and closed sets of a compact abelian group. (In 
general these will not be components.) For the ease of compact abelian Lie groups 
(or equivalently finitely generated iscrete abelian groups), the results are virtually 
trivial: such a group has the form G=(S’)” x F where F is finite, so f is in 
one-one correspondance with the group of components (connected component = 
path-com.ponent for compact abelian Lie groups). In this case the dual group is 
A = Z” x p, where F is (abstractly) isomorphic to F. Since the set of open and 
closed subsets of any space is in one-one correspondance with the continuous 
functions from the space to a discrete two point set, the set of open and closed sets 
of G is equivalent o subsets of F (the torsion subgroup of the dual group) in a 
natural way. Equivalently, this says that any idempotent in C*(A) actually lies in 
c*(F). 
But in the infinite-dimensional case we have two contrasting directions in which 
one could expect o find the answer. This can best be illustrated by looking at the 
example of the discrete rational numbers, Q, and its Pontrjagin dual, Q, a compact 
abelian group. On the one hand, the connectedness of & ought to be related to the 
torsion in Q (hence one expects & to be connected); and on the other hand the 
connectedness ought to be reflected to some degree by the path-connectedness. But 
by [3], the group of path components, JZ,(&), is an uncountable group. T’lerefore 
it is quite clear that whatever is to be proved will be non-obvious from one point 
of view or the other. As we shall see, the former viewpoint (i.e. torsion) ivins out 
and, for example, & is indeed connected. 
These results may be useful in the study of various definitions of the K-theory of 
C*-Algebras. For example, the Baum-Connes K-Theory [l] for the case of a discrete 
group acting on a point (which corresponds to the K-Theory of the reduced 
C*-Algebra of the group) is known to be trivial [2] (in some appropriate sense) if 
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the group is torsion-free. Our results imply that for a discrete torsion-free abelian 
group, the corresponding K-Theory is indeed trivial since the dual group is 
connected. 
The main tool that we use is this: 
Theorem 2. If G is a compact abelian group, then a subset is open and closed if and 
only if it is of the form .UIQ where HC G is a subgroup of finite index. 
This result is more-or-less equivalent o the statement that a totally disconnected, 
Hausdorff, compact group is profinite (cf. [S, Theorem 21). 
There is another convenient formulation of this result. Given any space X, let 
B(X) be the Boolean algebra of open and closed subsets of X, under the operations 
of symmetric difference and intersection. B(X) is a Zz algebra, and it is clear that 
B is contravariant functor. (B(f) = f -* for a continuous map f.) 
Let us use the notation t(A) for the torsion subgroup of a discrete abelian group 
A and t(G) = [t(G)]a for G a compact abelian group. Then a restatement of Theor%m 
2 is the following: 
Theorem 2’. If G is a compact abelian group, then B(G) = B[t(G)]. 
Corollary. If A is a torsion-free discrete abelian group, then A is connected. 
Proof. If A is torsion-free, then t(A) =O, so B[t(A)] = Z,, so the open and closed 
sets of a are 0 and a. 
We contrast this result with that of [3]: 
Theorem. Q(G) = Ext(d, Z). 
For an example of the size that Q(B) may have, let Ztpl be the p-adic integers, 
so that Z c Ztaj and hence ZC fl Z(,,, over all primes p. By this theorem, zo($) is 
isomorphic to the quotient { n Z&/Z. 
Theorem 2 follows from the following more general result which, once stated, is a 
straight-forward to prove. For example, the proof of Theorem 2 (p. 7) of [5] can 
easily be modified to give this. 
Theorem 1. Given •~~--+&--+Xn_~ -+-*- a sequence of compact spaces and con- 
tinuous onto maps, let X= li+m Xn with qn : X + Xn be the projection maps. Then 
SC X is open and closed if and only if for .SO~;J n there exists an open and closed 
set SC Xn such that S = qr;’ (S). 
We may restate the result of Theorem 1 as fo.‘lows: 
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Theorem 1’. Assume that X= l&n .Xr, as ;rt Theorem 1. Then B(X) = i@ B(X,,). 
emark. Theorems 1 and 11’ may be ge;,ill:ralized to the uncountable case by using 
restricted inverse systems as considered in [3]. That means that the index sets are 
well-ordered and the object indexed by a limit ordinal is the limit of the objects 
ordered by all smaller ordinals. [3] showed how to use this notion to generalize to 
uncountable abelian groups results which were more natural to prove for countable 
groups. (Dually this means extending results about separable compact abelian 
groups to the non-separable case.) We did not state Theorems 1 and 1’ in this 
generality because, as we shall see, the countable case implies the general case for 
abelian groups. 
We can now prove Theorem 2. First, for compact abelian Lie groups the result 
follows immediately from the discussion at the beginning. Next let G be a separable 
compact abelian group and! let A = G be its Pontrajagin dual. Then A is countably 
generated, so we may write A as an increasing union (and hence a direct limit) 
of finitely generated abelian groups, A = lim A,. Let G, = a,. Thus C = 13~ G,,, 
SO that Theorem 1 gives us B(G) = li$ B(G,). By the finite-dimensional case 
above B(G,) = B[t(G,)]. %nce t(c) = Ii@ c(&), t(6) = Ii@ t(G,) and so B(G) = 
l$ B[t(G,)] = B[t(G)], as claimed. 
Finally, we consider the case of G an arbitrary compact abelian group. Again, 
let A be the dual group of G. We recall that for any space X, the set of open and 
closed subsets corresponds precisely to an idempotent in the U-Algebra C(X), the 
continuous complex-valued functions on X. By the basic results of Pontrjagin 
duality (cf. [J]), C(G) is isomorphic to the reduced C*-Algebra, C*(A), on the dual 
of G. Now any element of C*(A) has as support a countable subset of A, so irk par- 
ticular it lies in some countable subgroup A’ of A. Let S be an open and closed 
subset of G. Then corresponding to S is an idempotent eE C*(A). Thus there is a 
finitely generated subgroup A’ of A such that if i : A’-+ is the inclusion, inducing 
i* : C*(A’)+C*(A), then e = i*(e’). Let G’ be the Pontrjagin dual of A’. Then i in- 
duces a surjection i : G -G’ and S = i-‘(S’) for some open and closed subset S’ of 
G’. Now G’ is separable so S’ has the form U. H’yi where H’ is a subgroup of G’ 
of finite kdex. Let .Vi be any element in i-‘(yi); let H=i-‘(H’), a rubgroup of 
finite index. Then S= i-‘(S’) =U. HXj. This completes the proof. 
From this discussion, we see that an equivalent statement is our main result: 
Theorem 3. Let A be a discrete abelian group and e E C*(A) an idempatent. Then 
the support of e generates a finite group. 
This finishes the promised classification, since for a finite group F, C*(F) is 
isomorphic to the complex group ring C(F), which can be considered to be the ring 
of continuous functions on I? By standard character theory one c‘an write the 
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element of C(F) that corresponds to the characteristic of any subset of I? 
Example. We close with one idempotent (feeling that a paper on the subject 
at Beast include the standard example). Let G be a cyclic group of order n 
generator 2. Let a be any complex nth root of unity. Then 
e=(l/n){l+ax+a2x2+~~~+an-1xn-‘~ 
is an idempotent. 
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